
OPINION: “MAGA minions claim
Biden is soft on Iran, Gaza
only to make Trump look good”
The following is an opinion sent to New Bedford Guide. It does
not reflect the opinion of New Bedford Guide, nor is it an OP-
ED. In fairness and objectivity, we share opinions from our
readers whether we agree or disagree with their opinion.

Do you have a counter opinion to this opinion? Have an opinion
about something else? Email us at info@newbedfordguide.com.

______________________________________________________________
_______________
“Joe Biden now has to decide to be at war in the Middle East
or not. No matter which position, strategy or policies Biden
pursues  the  Republicans  will  take  a  contrary  position  as
campaign fodder. If we find ourselves sending troops to the
land area to combat Iran backed militias Trump will declare
that he would never engage our troops in combat and that
during  his  presidential  tenure  the  United  States  did  not
engage in a new war.

On  the  other  hand  if  Biden  ignores  the  allegedly  Iranian
provocations he will be declared weak and ineffectual by Trump
and his MAGA minions and supporters.

It’s a no win situation for Biden and no matter how reasonable
or rational his response this will become another issue added
to  the  list  of  grievances  motivating  the  ultra  MAGA
supporters.

And it will also further inflame the progressive wing of the
Democratic Party should he go to war after providing Israel
with  continuing  aid  that  they  will  claim  was  the  main
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motivation  for  Iranian  provocations.

A mild response will disappoint a large segment of Democrats
alleging that he is endangering our troops in the Middle East
as well as Israel’s very existence.

The nuances of this unsolvable problem are never understood by
the majority of voters and unfortunately will become material
for many “one liners” during the campaign. Adding this to the
immigration debacle could be too much to overcome, and the
Trumpian negatives of loss of freedom of choice, and scores of
Trump criminal indictments, and threats to democracy will have
only a limited effect on voters.”-Betty Ussach, Dartmouth.

“BCSO  Sheriff  Heroux’s
changes have led to positive
impact  on  prisoners,
families, and community”
“Sheriff Paul Heroux has made a significant difference in the
lives of the incarcerated and their families since assuming
his office almost a year ago.

His major theme during the campaign was to concentrate on
rehabilitation  of  the  convicted  individuals  rather  than
punishment and deprivation, thereby reducing their inclination
to re-commit crime and ultimately keeping the community safer
and taxpayers’ costs lower.

These positive effects are not being proclaimed by paid staff
in press releases, but are contained in the many letters the
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sheriff  is  receiving  from  people  who  are  incarcerated.
Pursuant  to  a  statutory  records  request  I  sent  to  the
sheriff’s office I received copies of these letters written to
Sheriff Heroux (names re-dacted for confidentiality).

It is encouraging to those who supported and believed in the
concept of rehabilitation as the most effective strategy for
reducing the increasing rate of imprisonment in America.

The consistent theme in these letters is the gratitude for
treating them as human beings, taking responsibility for their
imprisonment  and  expressing  the  changes  they  hope  to
accomplish  upon  release.

The letters refer to the improved food, medical attention,
safer environment, vocational training, and concentrating on
their post-release conditions that are improving their outlook
and reducing their anger and sense of hopelessness.

They are not being coddled or provided more than the law and
regulations require. They are for the first time being treated
in  a  manner  that  acknowledges  that  their  loss  of  freedom
should be the price they pay and should not be compounded with
inhumane conditions that contribute to their anger and justify
their continued life of addiction and crime.

Their expression of gratitude for these changes should provide
all  the  voters  of  Sheriff  Heroux  with  satisfaction  and
encouragement to remain involved in promoting effective and
ethical public officials, especially in the upcoming state and
federal elections.”-Betty Ussach, Dartmouth.



READER OPINION: “My 12-point
challenge  to  redesign  and
improve New Bedford!”
“My 12 point challenge to redesign New Bedford. What is yours?

01. A New Bedford Children’s museum.

02. The Orpheum turned into performing arts main stage but
mainly a cultural dance center.

03. A giant indoor go-cart building like the one in Wrentham.
It will have catwalks overhead for observation and monitoring.

04. A giant biking center for every kind of biking possible
but mainly theater biking: films featuring amazing country
roads from every country and every grade of incline so bikes
can either change gears or increase cardiac challenge. Also
with a catwalk overhead in all therooms for observation and
monitoring.

05. A giant skating center for inline rollerblading room. It
will include a family skating room, child learning skating
rooms, performance roller skating, ballroom, challenge roller
skating, a room with a snack area in the center like “U.S.
Skate” has. It will also have overhead catwalks in every room
for observation and monitoring.

06.  Domes  like  Milwaukee  has,  i.e.  tropical  jungle,  arid
desert, oriental garden, et al.

07. A tea room and mystery mansion events that would host
murder mysteries. ghost hunting, and escape rooms for fun.

08.  HGTV  home  improvement  teams  and  tenement  improvement
teams. We need this more than anything for Brickenwood, and
other assisted housing complexes. They could enlarge living
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areas by 3-4x what they are now. Needy families would benefit.

09. Get rid of offshore wind to protect ocean animals and
their ecology. Otherwise it will be ruined and create more
danger for everyone including our fishermen and women.

10. Erect many horizontal gardens which means “food forests”
so that people have have free fruit. The fruit trees can be
maintained by tax revenue. There are 23-year-old food forests
in New Zealand whose temp zone is close to ours.

11. New storybook storefronts for businesses. This will be
mandated  just  like  it  is  in  Cape  Cod  and  other  areas
throughtout  New  England.

12. Indoor dog parks with catwalks overhead for monitoring and
observation. Outdoor dog parks with constant attendants making
sure owners use dog bags which will be. There will be disposal
units so each dog owner will have no excuse but to clean up
after their own dogs. It will save money spent with the police
having to monitor citizens who don’t clean up after their
dogs.

ADDENDUM:

A. More money put into farming like ‘Round The Bend.’ farm
which  is  run  by  Dane  and  friends  Derrick  Christianson  of
Bricks Bounty Farming. Classes will be offered on this style
of farming for generations and generations.

B. Catwalks for safety because of abusers and killers. Extra
security and police to protect us… and also for any parent or
grandparents.

C. Contact your local officials as this country is run by the
people and for the people.”-Hope Hallett.



READER  OPINION:  “Politicial
hypocrisy  is  the  biggest
threat to this country!”
The following is an opinion sent to New Bedford Guide. It does
not reflect the opinion of New Bedford Guide, nor is it an OP-
ED. In fairness and objectivity, we share opinions from our
readers whether we agree or disagree with their opinion.

Do you have a counter opinion to this opinion? Have an opinion
about something else? Email us at info@newbedfordguide.com.

______________________________________________________________
_______________
“It is astounding and amazing that so may voters, politicians
and legislators are aroused and mortified at the possibility
that Joe Biden, in collusion with his son Biden, may have
enriched himself with foreign funds relying on his prominence
in government.

And if that is provably true then there should be considerable
consequences legally and politically. But these same critics
stood by for many years observing Trump and his cronies, and
family,  ostensibly  committing  continuous  criminality,  fraud
and  blatant  hucksterism  without  uttering  condemnation  or
taking  appropriate  investigative  action.  The  hypocrisy  is
demoralizing and immobilizing to those who have been following
unbiased news with corroborating documentation.

How do you reconcile the enormity of Trump’s malfeasance,
criminality, deceit and vitriol that hasn’t disenchanted his
ardent supporters, but causes them indignation, and in some
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cases violence, when Biden is accused of far less serious
corruption and unethical behavior?

The hypocrisy is in some ways more disconcerting than the
Trumpian antics, as so many have come to realize that he may
be  psychologically  incapable  of  controlling  his  deviant
behavior but his followers are not sufficiently disturbed or
alienated to apply the same standards to his conduct.

The  willingness  to  accept,  or  ignore,  Trump’s  atrocious
allegations,  racial  disparagement,  misogynistic  actions,
destructive lies and sexual misconduct, while having fits of
outrage at the Bidens is what has fueled the heartache, dread
and fury for so many voters who are justifiably fearing the
upcoming election.”-Betty Ussach, Dartmouth.

OPINION:  South  Coast  man
shocked at electric bill more
than doubling in spite of no
change in usage
The following is an opinion sent to New Bedford Guide. It does
not reflect the opinion of New Bedford Guide, nor is it an OP-
ED. In fairness and objectivity, we share opinions from our
readers whether we agree or disagree with their opinion.

Do you have a counter opinion to this opinion? Have an opinion
about something else? Email us at info@newbedfordguide.com.

______________________________________________________________
_______________
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“Subject: Concerns and Issues with National Grid’s Services

Dear Editor,

I am writing to bring attention to ongoing issues I have
experienced with National Grid. Despite residing in a small
500 sq/ft studio apartment in Fall River, MA, my electricity
bills have been extraordinarily high. A recent bill for the
period from 11/02 to 12/05 reached $535.29, a significant
spike from my usual $200 range. This increase is alarming,
especially  considering  the  apartment’s  size  and  my  usage
pattern.

Furthermore, despite multiple visits from electricians and a
National Grid technician, no thorough checks were conducted on
the calibration or accuracy of my analog power meter, which
dates back to 2004. This lack of detailed inspection raises
concerns about the meter’s accuracy and reliability.

I believe this situation may resonate with other residents
facing  similar  issues  with  their  utility  providers.  It’s
crucial to highlight these concerns for community awareness
and to seek a resolution from National Grid.

Sincerely,
Ollie”

OPINION:  “Neither  of  the
Bidens  committed  treasonous
actions, but Trump did”
The following is an opinion sent to New Bedford Guide. It does
not reflect the opinion of New Bedford Guide, nor is it an OP-
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ED. In fairness and objectivity, we share opinions from our
readers whether we agree or disagree with their opinion.

Do you have a counter opinion to this opinion? Have an opinion
about something else? Email us at info@newbedfordguide.com.

______________________________________________________________
_______________
“Proportionality does not matter to the MAGA supporters and
their craven representatives.

The MAGA supporters who have never wavered in their devotion
and adoration of Donald Trump are gloating as the travails of
Hunter Biden and the possible impending impeachment of Joe
Biden  provide  them  their  rationale  to  re-elect  the  most
corrupt grifting narcissist to the presidency.

Whataboutism will bolster Trump supporters who no longer have
to rely on frivolous and specious arguments to justify their
unabated love of Trump. When their opponents question them
about the greed, nepotism and criminality of Trump and family
they can now point to the Biden family as similarly flawed.
However,  even  from  the  most  plausible  and  easily  proven
accusations none compare to the alleged treasonous actions of
Donald  Trump  regarding  the  January  Sixth  attack  upon  the
Capitol, conspiracy to overturn the 2020 election and the
retention and sharing of classified documents.

Just as Trump is about to be convicted of criminality and
civil fraud the multi count indictment of Hunter Biden, and
impeachment inquiry of Joe Biden, grabs the headlines and the
MAGA crowd can have their sign of relief and recruitment of
more voters and donations of more campaign cash.

Hunter Biden is a drug addict who unquestionably committed tax
evasion and led a dissolute existence for many years. And that
Joe Biden probably enabled his criminality and cringe worthy
personal behavior and may even have benefitted financially



from his son’s dealings with foreign entities, it has never
been suggested that either committed treason or put the United
States at risk.

There is no moral or criminal equivalency here, but that will
not matter to millions of voters who are rejoicing and can
unabashedly  cast  their  ballots  for  Donald  Trump.
Proportionality as a defense may not save this country from
the oncoming Trumpian autocracy.”-Betty Ussach, Dartmouth.

OPINION:  “Voters  who  stay
home  negatively  impact
elections,  send  country  on
backwards trajectory”
The following is an opinion sent to New Bedford Guide. It does
not reflect the opinion of New Bedford Guide, nor is it an OP-
ED. In fairness and objectivity, we share opinions from our
readers whether we agree or disagree with their opinion.

Do you have a counter opinion to this opinion? Have an opinion
about something else? Email us at info@newbedfordguide.com.

______________________________________________________________
_______________
“When not voting is a vote!

All the disaffected Democratic voters who will choose to stay
home on November 5, 2024 must get beyond their disappointment
with Joe Biden and vote for him, or any other Democratic
nominee  for  the  presidency  in  2024,  as  a  second  Trumpian
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presidency may be the last truly unrigged vote in America.

Undoubtedly if Biden, or any other Democratic candidate wins
the  election,  Trump  and  his  coterie  of  opportunistic
legislators, MAGA diehards and unethical lawyers, will cry
foul once again and the battles will begin anew. But the
Democrats have a better shot at maintaining a democracy, even
in  the  face  of  autocratic  state  legislatures,  when  they
control the presidency and one of the houses of Congress.

Not voting in these times is not a protest statement of any
value and it has enabled unqualified non-democratic contenders
at the state and federal level to win elections. Small cities
and  towns  are  experiencing  the  results  of  disinterested
residents sitting out elections thus enpowering book banners,
voter identification proponents,sexists and racists.

And  at  the  state  level  there  has  been  unabating
gerrymandering,  enabling  of  anti  reproductive  freedom
advocates  and  a  host  of  equality  opponents.

Thoroughly disenchanted and cynical voters who remain at home
on election days will have a greater impact on many crucial
elections that will truly send this country on a backwards
trajectory  and  they  will  be  the  most  blameworthy  for  the
disastrous results.”-Betty Ussach, Dartmouth.

OPINION: “U.S. is no longer a
beacon  of  Democracy,  but  a
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beacon to the far-right, MAGA
regime”
The following is an opinion sent to New Bedford Guide. It does
not reflect the opinion of New Bedford Guide, nor is it an OP-
ED. In fairness and objectivity, we share opinions from our
readers whether we agree or disagree with their opinion.

Do you have a counter opinion to this opinion? Have an opinion
about something else? Email us at info@newbedfordguide.com.

_____________________________________________________________
“For many decades, especially after World War Two, the United
States was seen as a beacon of democracy by many nations
struggling to achieve a similar form of government and freedom
and equality for all.

Even though the United States, in reality, did not measure up
to the attributed equality, the concept was aspired to by many
Americans  and  politicians.  And  undeniably  there  was  some
modicum of equality achieved by minority groups, women and
immigrants.

However,  during  the  Trumpian  MAGA  regime  and  subsequent
empowerment of right wing unmuzzled legislators, politicians
and  grieving  supporters,  many  hard  won  protections  were
erased.  And  publicly  proclaimed  hatred  for  others  was
encouraged  and  acted  upon.

Trumpism became the new beacon for many previously democratic
nations that have now turned the voting majority into right
wing  nationalists  and  xenophobes.  Denmark’s  newly  elected
leader  is  the  most  disheartening  example  of  a  previously
democratic and humane nation mimicking the Trumpian model.

The United States is slowly providing the template for extreme
nationalism, which all too frequently became the root cause of
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barbaric wars.”-Betty Ussach, Dartmouth.

OPINION: In support of Umass
Dartmouth  Chancellor  Mark
Fuller
The following is an opinion sent to New Bedford Guide. It does
not reflect the opinion of New Bedford Guide, nor is it an OP-
ED. In fairness and objectivity, we share opinions from our
readers whether we agree or disagree with their opinion.

Do you have a counter opinion to this opinion? Have an opinion
about something else? Email us at info@newbedfordguide.com.

_____________________________________________________________
By Massachusetts State Representative Christopher Markey.

The most challenging part of public service is saying “no” to
the people you like and care for. Authentic leadership in
public service regularly leads to these difficult situations.
Making those tough decisions is uncomfortable and challenging.
Yet standing up for what is right, regardless of personal
consequences, earns you respect. Chancellor Mark Fuller and
his handling of the Star Store situation earned my respect and
confidence.

The decision Chancellor Fuller inherited in the Star Store was
undoubtedly difficult and hurt good people, but it was carried
out for the betterment of the University. Since then, he has
faced unrelenting criticism that is without an appreciation
for the circumstances or reasoning behind the closure.
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He made a choice I wish he did not have to make. A decision
was thrust upon him with few options and even less time. It
was  a  decision  that  would  never  make  everyone  happy,  but
ultimately, it had to be made. We have entrusted Chancellor
Fuller  with  the  health  of  our  University,  and  he  has
distinguished  himself  as  a  worthy  caretaker.

The circumstances surrounding the Star Store closure have been
utterly unfair to students, and my deepest sympathy is with
the members of the CVPA program. We must commit ourselves to
providing these students with the support and education they
paid for. With growing confidence, the University is working
towards  solutions  that  will  give  the  CVPA  students  the
facilities they deserve and require.

However, the facts matter when discussing the program and the
University’s future. Frankly, I have been disgusted with the
quality of discourse surrounding the Star Store closure. The
blame  for  this  situation  does  not  fall  squarely  at  the
Chancellor’s feet. It was a situation brewing for 24 years.

Warning signs have been present since the creation of the Star
Store campus. Please don’t take my word for it; take the word
of the Inspector General. He is quoted in a September 30,
1999, letter to Commissioner Hines of the Division of Capital
Asset Management:

“……it is important to point out that in 1996, this Office
[Office of Inspector General] had strongly recommended that
Governor Weld veto the legislation that created the entire
process [the redevelopment of the Star Store]. Therefore, this
letter  should  not  be  interpreted  to  mean  that  the  public
interest is protected in this transaction.”

The last several chancellors did not create this concerning
deal; it was dropped in their laps. Regardless, the Chancellor
did his part to try to preserve the Star Store campus by
advocating for the $2.7 million rent in the state budget.



Unfortunately, when the funds did not appear in the state
budget in mid-August, he was left with little choice and less
than a month before the start of the fall semester.

UMASS Dartmouth was forced to weigh the benefits of taking on
a damaged building and all its liability against the needs of
7,457 students studying at a school with over $600 million in
deferred  campus  maintenance.  Assuming  ownership  of  the
building  would  cost  the  school  $3  million  in  upfront
maintenance  costs.  That  equates  to  an  additional  and
unexpected  $25,000/  student  in  the  CVPA  program.  The
assumption of ownership is a high-stakes investment that could
jeopardize the fiscal well-being of the University. Given the
circumstances, Fuller chose the thousands of students who tied
their futures to UMASS Dartmouth.

Given  UMASS  Dartmouth’s  resources,  Chancellor  Fuller  has
demonstrated  a  unique  skill  to  maximize  the  University’s
strengths and value to the community. Mark Fuller has an acute
understanding  of  the  promise  and  opportunity  at  UMass
Dartmouth.  Under  the  leadership  of  Chancellor  Fuller,  the
University has enjoyed a renaissance that has attracted some
of the best students in the world looking for a diverse and
enriched on-campus experience.

UMass Dartmouth currently provides 61 majors and 42 master’s
degree programs. It has students from 51 countries and 46
states, and over 80% of its students call Massachusetts home.
It provides top research education in mechanical engineering,
marine science, business, and nursing. The University produces
skilled  professionals  in  the  industries  essential  to  the
economic well-being and future of the South Coast.

Of these future professionals 38% are students of color and
57% are first-generation college students. Furthermore, UMASS
Dartmouth ranked as the third-best Massachusetts school on the
Social  Mobility  Index.  Education  is  the  single  greatest
creator of wealth in our society. UMASS Dartmouth provides an



affordable education and training to many in our community.
This foundation has allowed thousands of individuals to excel
in business, engineering, science, medicine, and the arts.

Rest assured; the importance of this mission is not lost on
the  Chancellor.  Mark  Fuller  is  a  first-generation  college
graduate who has dedicated his professional life to working
for the betterment of the higher education system. He rescued
the Eisenberg Business School, raised millions of dollars for
public  universities,  and  brought  positive  and  focused
leadership  to  UMass  Dartmouth.

UMASS Dartmouth’s leadership team has turned around a campus
experiencing a consistent decline in enrollment and retention.
Between 2010 and 2019, enrollment at UMass-Dartmouth fell 16%.
Yet hope is on the horizon as the class of 2026 is the largest
enrolled at the University in 3 years.

An energized spirit on campus exposes students to cultural
activities, school sporting events, and thousands of community
service hours. The campus community is thriving; we should all
be excited about that. While I appreciate the emotion attached
to our current situation, there is a larger community for
which Chancellor Fuller is responsible.

The  Star  Store  campus  was  undoubtedly  essential  to  the
school’s connection to downtown New Bedford. Our governor,
state delegation, mayor, and city council will work with the
Star  Store  owner  to  maximize  the  building’s  use  for  our
community and the arts.

The building’s absence is disappointing. However, the closure
is not a symptom of the impending collapse prophesized by
fearmongers.  While  Chancellor  Fuller  is  a  convenient
rhetorical  boogieman  for  sweeping  speeches  and  hatchet-job
editorials, the facts reveal that he was a responsible steward
of the University. Simply put, when you need a new roof for
your home, you can’t spend your money on an addition.



Let’s be clear on the purpose and mission of UMASS Dartmouth.
This public university is tasked with providing cost-effective
education in a broad range of fields and professions. Despite
recent claims, the Star Store was not a miracle cure for post-
industrial  economic  downturn,  years  of  systemic  racial
inequities,  or  any  other  ills  that  plague  our  society.
However, the University can provide a high-quality education
to the leaders of tomorrow. Those students are the school’s
most valuable asset. Those students will continue the march of
progress  and  growth  far  longer  than  any  brick-and-mortar
building.  Their  access  to  education  is  paramount  to  our
community and reliant on the sustained financial well-being of
UMASS Dartmouth.

We can all agree that UMASS Dartmouth is the cornerstone of
our community. It enriches the lives of our young people while
providing our local neighborhoods with skilled professionals.
Like anything, the school and its facilities are not perfect.
We will continue the work of improving our University and
finding solutions to support our displaced CVPA students. As
we labor through this unfortunate situation, I hope we focus
on solutions rather than fabricating convenient villains to
fit  our  reactionary  narratives.  Chancellor  Fuller  is  a
talented leader who deserves our support as he navigates this
difficult moment for the University.

OPINION:  “The
Fairhaven/NewBedford  bridge
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ignores its own schedule!”
EDITOR: The bridge has never abided by the schedule in the
decades I’ve lived here. It simply is what it is. I don’t mind
because those guys are busting butt and what to come home
after a long trip or want to head out to put food on the
table. I never use the bridge if I have a rigid deadline.

Having said that, I can understand someone who looks at the
schedule so they decide to go over the bridge based on that.
However, they get there and the bridge is close off-schedule.
Now they have to go around with the dozens of other people
going around and that alternate route become clogged. Then
they are late for work – which can get them in trouble – or
late for a medical appointment, Zeiterion show, etc.

In addition, we have heard from several people that were/ar
fishermen or know a bridge operator who said that there are a
few captains who either offer the operator “shack” to open
off-schedule, or even cuss, swear, and threaten the operator
if he won’t open the bridge for them. The last time I heard
something like that was 2-3 years ago, so I don’t know if the
current operators do this or not.

Ultimately the bridge will be replaced with something modern,
quicker, more efficiant and with fewer breakdowns.We just have
to be patient.

One resident shares her frustration.

_____________________________________________________________
“I have a complaint about the #NewBedford/#Fairhaven bridge.

If the bridge is to open on the hour from 6am to 10am and half
past the hour from 1115am to 615pm and then on-demand after
that WHY is the bridge opening at 5:50am for boat traffic when
it clearly states 6am on the website.

https://www.newbedfordguide.com/opinion-fairhaven-newbedford-bridge-ignores-own-schedule/2023/11/12


I’m sure a lot of motorists will feel the same way. Maybe
someone doesn’t know how to tell time. This is absolutely
aggravating in the morning to have to turn around and go back
to Fairhaven to go the long way around.

Please explain to the MASSDot that they should follow the
times stated on the website! This is not the first time that
this had happened.”


